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By the 6th century Nestorian missionaries were active in Arabia,

India and Turkestan. Under the early Sassanids they suffered

severely; Zoroastrianism was the favored religion and persecution

was severe. After the Muslim conquest of Persia (651) they were

alternately tolerated and persecuted. Over the centuries they lost

ground to Islam, but the scattering of refugees helped to spread

Nestorian beliefs into new areas. In 1625 a large stone slab was

found in NW China (Sigun-Fu Slone), which recorded the history
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IN less Ukiii three cenlurics Islam eonquered the ancient strongholds
of Christianity in Asia Minor and North Africa, subdued most of the

Iberian peninsulaand pressed hard against the Byzantine Empire. By
a century after Mohammed's death the faith already extended over a

larger area than the Roman Empire at the height of its power.
Combining religious and political factors in its concept of the faithful

community. Islam was early rent by protest movements reflecting the

forces operative in the newly subjugated peoples.

In Damascus a dynasty of Meccan caliphs replaced the earlier

caliphate based upon popular election. Their adherents, the largest

sector ol Islam, were called Sumii.i — followers of the general com-
munity practice. Opposed to the Swwis were the Slii'u. who held to

a dynastic succession in the family of Mohammed. Another sect, the

Klmnjiii’s. declared the right of the community to choose its own head
and to depose him for wrongdoing.
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A Division of

HarperCollinsP«Wishers

Icehouse One—401

151 Union Street

San Francisco, California

Telephone 415 477-4400

Fax 415 421-5865

94111-1299

HarperSanFrancisco

29 May 1991

Samuel Hugh Moffett
150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540

Dear Sam:

I am writing to you regarding the use of previously
published material in your upcoming book, A HISTORY OF
CHRISTIANITY IN ASIA, VOLUME I. As you may know, we
request that our authors provide us with all necessary
permissions required for the use of previously published
material in their books.

We will need to have these permissions (original
permission letters and/or agreements for our legal files)
by the time your book is in the page proof stage (around 2

months from now) . This enables us to insert the
appropriate credits and acknowledgments on the copyright
page before the book is printed.

I am enclosing some general guidelines you should follow
to decide what specific permissions are needed for your
book. I am also enclosing a sample permissions letter for
you to use in requesting the necessary permissions.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions
regarding this.

lian
Senior Editorial Assistant

hmv
Enclosures



SAMPLE PERMISSION LETTER (Author; use your own letterhead
if possible)

Date

Permissions Editor
Company
Address

Dear Permissions Editor:

I am writing with regard to my book, tentatively entitled
A HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY IN ASIS, VOLUME I, which will be
published by HarperCollins Publishers, in early 1992. In
this book I would like to use (description of material and
source from which it was taken)

.

I am requesting nonexclusive world rights for use of the
above material in all editions and revisions of the work.
The book will be a 560 page hardcover edition retailing
for approximately $39.95.

Please advise whether you can grant such permission and
how you would like the credit line to appear.

Thank you. I look forward to hearing from you at your
earliest convenience.

Sincerely,

(your name)





Authors' Responsibilities 4.38

be granted, however, the matenal requested must be checked to make

sure that the publisher does indeed hold the copynght to alt of it. And
to be unequivocally sure of this the publisher needs to have had the

author's full cooperation when the book or article was first published.

AUTHORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES

GUARANTEE OF AUTHORSHIP

4.36 In signing a contract with a publisher an author guarantees that the

work is original, that the author owns it. that no part of it has been

previously published, and that no other agreement to publish it or part

of it is outstanding. If a chapter or other significant part by the same

author has been published elsewhere—as a journal article, for exam-

ple—written permission to reprint it must be secured from the copy-

right owner and sent to the publisher to be filed with the contract of

the book in w hich it is reprinted. Notice of the original copyright in

any previously published material, and permission to reprint it. will

then appear either on the copyright page of the book, in a footnote on

the first page of the reprinted material, or in a special list of acknowl-

edgments. In the future, then, when handling permissions requests for

the author, the publisher will refer any requests for permission to re-

print this material to the original copyright holder.

4.37 If the original copyright is held by the author of the book, written

permission to reprint is not necessary, but the fact of prior publication

should be noted in the book. (It should be realized that in some cases

copyright may be in the author's name, but the original publisher may
stiU control publication rights.)

OBTAINING PERMISSIONS

4 It is the author’s responsibility to request any permission required for

the use of material owned by others. When all permissions have been

received, the author should send them, or copies of them, to the pub-

lisher, who will note, and comply with, any special provisions con-

tained in them. The publisher will file all permissions with the

publishing contract, where they may be consulted in the event of fu-

ture editions or of requests for permission to reprint from the work.

The publisher is not usually given the right to grant future requests to

reprint separately from the author’s book any items—illustrations,

charts, diagrams, poems, long prose passages, or whatever—taken

from another, copyrighted work or procured from a picture agency,

library, or museum. The author must therefore provide accurate in-

formation regarding the source of any such material used.
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4.39 / RIGHTS .AND PER.MISSIONS

4.39 Permission for the use of such items, even when no fee is charged, is

often granted only for the first edition of a book. New editions, paper-

back reprints, serialization in a periodical, and so forth, w ill then re-

quire renewed permissions.

4.40 In the course of writing a book or article, the author will do well to

keep a record of any copyright holder whose permission may be nec-

essary before the work is published. For a book containing many il-

lustrations. long prose passages, or poetry, the process of obtaining

permissions may take weeks, even months, to complete. For exam-

ple, the author may find that an American publisher holds rights only

for distribution in the United States and that European and British

Commonwealth rights are held by a British publisher. The author,

wishing worldwide distribution for the book (“world rights' '), must

then write to the British publisher requesting permission to reprint,

mentioning that permission has already been obtained from the Amer-

ican publisher. Again, if the author of copyrighted material has died,

a voluminous correspondence may ensue before anyone authorized

to grant permission can be found. The author, therefore, should begin

requesting permissions as soon as the manuscript is accepted for pub-

lication. Most publishers wisely decline to start setting type for a book

until all of the author's permissions are in hand. ‘

4.41 Material requiring permission. To use anyone else's copyrighted

work, whether published or unpublished, an author must have the

copyright owner's permission, unless the intended use is a “fair use.
"

To be on the safe side, and to meet the publisher's requirements, the

author should obtain all permissions in writing. No permission is re-

quired, of course, to quote from works in the public domain—works

on which copyright never existed (such as works of the United States

government) or on which copyright has expired. Although the onginal

text of a classic reprinted in a modem edition may be in the public

domain, recent translations and abridgments, as well as editonal in-

troductions, notes, and other apparatus, are protected by copyright.

Whether permission is needed or not, of course, the author should

always credit any sources used.

4.42 In determining whether a work published in the United States is still

in copyright, an author should assume that the copyright has been

renewed, whether or not the renewal date is specified in the copyright

notice . Anything published in the U nited States before 1 906 can safely

122

1 . It is possible to engage professional help in obtaining permissions for a large proj-

ect. Specialists in this work are listed in the annual publication LMP (Liieran; .Uarkei

Place), under Permissions.
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be assumed to be in the public domain (see 4.4). The same cannot be

assumed of British or Continental works, however: copyright law in

the United Kingdom and many other countries has long protected

works for the same period as the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976—that is,

for fifty years after the death of the author—and in some countries the

term may be longer.

4.43 Authors who wish to include unpublished material in their works

should be aware that public regulations or private restrictions, unre-

lated to copynght. may limit its use. The keeper ofacollection. usually

a librarian or an archivist, is the best source of such information, in-

cluding what permissions must be sought and from whom. Archives

consisting of public records are usually in the public domain, but an

author using them should check to make sure this is true.

4.44 As for personal correspondence, the law has always held that the

recipient owns the physical letter itself but that the writer of the letter

controls the right to reproduce it. The new law has made no change in

this distinction. Of course the letter itself and the ownership of the

copyright may well have been given, willed, or sold to other persons

or institutions. Also, the author of an unpublished, unregistered dis-

sertation (or any other paper) is equally the owner of the nght to re-

produce it, not the library or collection where it is housed.

4.45 Deciding whether use is fair. The doctrine of fair use was originally a

concept of the common law. and even with the criteria enumerated by

the new federal law (4.22-23), the limits of fair use are now here spelled

out exactly. Essentially the doctrine implies that authors may quote

from other authors’ work to illustrate or buttress their own points.

They should transcribe accurately and give credit to sources. They

should not quote out of context, making the author of the quoted pas-

sage seem to be saying something opposite to. or different from, what

was intended. And quotations should not be so long that they diminish

the value of the work from which they are taken. In the latter instance

proportion is more important than the absolute length of a quotation:

to quote five hundred words from an essay of five thousand is bound

to be more serious than to quote the same number of words from a

work of fifty thousand.

4.46 Although neither the Copyright Act nor the courts define fair use of

quoted material in terms of length, some publishers tend to do so. One
publisher may wish to be asked for permission to quote as few as a

hundred words scattered through several passages from a pub-

lication; another may set upper limits of five hundred or a thousand

words. Still another publisher may try to be more strict aKiut the use

of some well-known author’s work than about that of a lesser-known
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4.47 RIGHTS .AND PERMISSIONS

wnter. It should be remembered that no such rules have validity out-

side the publishing-house walls: courts, not publishers, adjudicate fair

use. The rules exist in part to give an overworked permissions de-

partment. which often cannot tell w hether or not a proposed use of a

quotation is actually fair, something to use as a yardstick and also,

perhaps, to intimidate unscrupulous would-be users of their authors'

works.

4.47 Fair use is use that is fair—simply that. Uses that are tangential in

purpose to the original, such as quotation for purposes of cnticism.

will always be judged more leniently than uses that are parallel, such

as relying on quotations to prove one's point rather than putting it in

one's own words. Use of anything in its entirety—a poem, an essay,

a chapter of a book—is hardly ever acceptable. Use of less than such

a discrete entity will bejudged by whether the second author appears

to be taking a free ride on the first author's labor. As a rule of thumb,

one should never quote more than a few contiguous paragraphs or

stanzas at a time, or let the quotations, even if scattered, begin to

overshadow the quoter. If by these guidelines a use appears to be fair,

the author should probably not ask permission for use. The right of

fair use is a valuable one to scholarship, and it should not be aUowed

to decay through the failure of scholars to employ it boldly. Further-

more, excessive caution can be dangerous if the copyright owner

proves uncooperative. Far from establishing good faith and protecting

the author from suit or unreasonable demands, a permission request

may have just the opposite effect. The act of seeking permission es-

tablishes that the author feels permission is needed, and the tacit ad-

mission may be damaging to the author's defense.

4.48 How to ask permission. All requests for permission to reprint should

be sent to the copyright holder ( 1) in writing and (2) in duplicate. In

granting permission the copyright holder will sign and return one copy

of the request to the author, noting any fee demanded for the proposed

use and any special conditions under which the grant is made. The

second copy of the request will be retained in the copyright holder's

files. (Naturally, the author making the request will keep a third copy

for reference.)

4.49 The request must contain explicit information:

The title of the original work and exact identification, with page

numbers, of what is to be reprinted (include table or figure num-

ber, title of a poem, or for prose passages, the opening and closing

phrases).

Information about the publication in which the author wishes to

reproduce the material: title, approximate number of printed
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pages, form of publication (book—dothbound or paperback.’—or

journal), publisher, probable date of publication, approximate print

run and list price (if available).

The kind of rights requested (the most limited acceptable rights

would be "nonexclusive world rights in the English language, for

one edition,” the broadest—which could well be cut back by the

granting publisher—might be "nonexclusive world rights in all lan-

guages and for all editions”).

4.50 The University of Chicago Press supplies authors or editors of books

requinng many permissions with a model request letter (fig. 4.4) but

suggests that they wnte on their own personal or (when appropnate)

institutional letterhead.

4.51 Permission to reproduce original photographs, paintings, and draw-

ings (unlike charts or diagrams from a published work) must be ob-

tained from the owner or (sometimes) the artist. Formerly, it was usual

for the owner of such a piece to control the reproduction rights as well

.

But the new copyright law has made it easy for photographers and

artists to retain the reproduction rights to a piece while selling the

piece itself and the nght to display it. Consequently, for works pro-

duced or sold since 1977 careful inquiry may be needed before per-

mission to reproduce is requested.

4J2 Such a permission request is sent to the picture agency, museum,

artist, or private individual controlling reproduction rights. Again, the

request should be as specific as possible regarding the identity of what

is to be reproduced, the form of publication in which it will appear,

and the kind of rights requested. If the author making the request

knows that the illustration will also be used elsewhere than in the text

proper (as on the jacket or in advertising), this fact should be noted.

Any additional fee for such use is the responsibility of the publisher,

however, not the author.

4 Acknowledging permissions. Whether or not the use of others’ mate-

rial requires permission, an author should give the exact source of

such material: in a note or internal reference in the text, in a source

note to a table, in a credit line with an illustration. In instances where

formal permission has been granted the author should, within reason,

follow any special wording stipulated by the grantor. For a text pas-

sage complete in itself, such as a poem, or for a table, the full citation

to the source may be followed by:

Reprinted by permission of the publisher.

A credit line below an illustration may read:

Courtesy of the Newberry Library, Chicago, Illinois.
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[Author's letterhead]

Reference:
Date:

[Addressee]

I am writing to request permission to reprint the following
material from your publication:

[Author, title, date of publication]

[Pages on which material appears or other
identifying information]

This material is to appear as originally published [or with
changes or deletions as noted on the reverse side of this
letter] in the following work, which the University of Chicago
Press is currently preparing for publication:

[Author or editor, title, approx, no. pages]

This book is scheduled to be published in [month, year] in

[clothbound/paperbound] form at an approximate list price of

[$00.00] in a press run of [0,000] copies.

[Additional remarks, if needed]

I am requesting nonexclusive world rights to use this material
as part of my work in all languages and for all editions.

If you are the copyright holder, may I have your permission to
reprint the material described above in my bcxDk. Unless you
request otherwise, I shall use the conventional scholarly form
of acknowledgment, including author and title, publisher's name,
and date.

If you are not the copyright holder, or if for world rights I

need additional permission from another source, will you kirxlly

so indicate.

Thank you for your consideration of this request. A duplicate
copy of this letter is enclosed for your convenience.

Yours sincerely.

The above request is approved on the conditions specified below
and on the understanding that full credit will be given to the

source.

Approved by: Date:

Fig. 4 4 Suggestions for a letter seeking permission to repnnt matenal in a

scholarly book. Some of the information about the proposed book may be

lacking 1* hen the author begms to request permissions, but as much as possible

should be supplied. Note that spaces are left so that the person addressed can

use the letter itself for grantmg or denying the request or for referring the

author elscsshere.
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Examples of various kinds of credit lines may be found elsewhere in

this volume by consulting the index.

4.54 In a work necessitating many permissions, acknowledgments may be

grouped in a special Acknowledgments section at the front or back of

the book. Citation to the source should, however, be made on the page

containing the relevant material.

4.55 Fees. The author is responsible for any fees charged by grantors of

permission to reproduce , unless other arrangements are made . in writ-

ing, with the publisher. A publisher may agree to pay the fees and to

deduct them from the author’s royalties or—in rare instances—to split

the fees with the author. If it appears that a book would be enhanced

by illustrations not provided by the author, the publisher may (with

the author’s consent) undertake not only to find the illustrations but

to pay any fees involved.

4.56 Fees paid for reproducing material, especially illustrations procured

from a picture agency, normally cover one-time use only—in, say. the

first edition of the book. If an illustration is to be used also on the

jacket or in advertising, a higher fee is customary. Also, if a book is

reprinted as a paperback or goes into a second edition, another fee is

usually charged.

4.57 Permissions for an anthology. A book made up entirely of other au-

thors’ copyrighted materials—stories, essays, poems, documents, se-

lections from larger works—can be brought into being only by

permissions granted by copyright holders. The compiler of such a

volume, therefore, must begin seeking permissions at the earliest pos-

sible date. This is normally as soon as a contract for publication of the

volume has been executed—or at the earliest, when a “letter of in-

tent” has been received from the prospective publisher. Informal in-

quiries among copyright holders may be initiated before that time, but

no sensible publisher of material to be anthologized is likely to grant

permission for its use or to set fees without knowing the details of

eventual publication.

4.58 Once a publication contract has been signed, the need for dispatch is

obvious. Permission for a selection may be refused, or the fee charged

may be so high that the compiler is forced to drop that selection and

substitute another. And until all permissions have been received and

all fees agreed upon, the table of contents cannot be final.
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4.59 RIGHTS AND PERMISSIONS

FOR FURTHER REFERENCE

4.59 An excellent short analysis of the 1976 law and practical guide to its

application is The Copyright Book, by William S. Strong. Longer stan-

dard works on the subject are The Copyright Law, by Alan Latman.

and Nimmeron Copyright (4 vols.), by Melville B. Nimmer. Publish-

ing agreements are well covered by Richard Wincor in Literary Rights

Contracts and the subject of libel in communications work generally

by Paul P. Ashley in Say It Safely.
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PRINCETON
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY

150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton, N.J. 08540

June 13, 1991

Ms. Judith Beck
HarpersanFrancisco
Icehouse One—401
151 Union Street
San Francisco Ca 94111-1299

Dear Ms. Beck:

I was extremely pleased with the notice in the Sept. -Dec. 1991
catalogue which you gave to my book, A History of Christianity in
Asia. Volume I.

The proposed cover, with its background design of the cross and
the lotus flower, taken from a rubbing of the twelve-hundred-year
old Nestorian Monument, erected in China in 781 AD, could not
have been done better. Please compliment whoever is responsible.

I am already working on volume II, 1500 to the present, though
there are a million details still to finish up on vol . I--maps,
copyright clearance for quotations, index and proofs. But I

enjoy it.

Thank you for encouraging me.

Sinee'rely"7yours/, ,

"

^ \Ia L

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Samuel Hugh MoFfctt, Henry W. Luce Professor of Ecumenics and Mission, Emeritus (609) 683-1268

150 Leabrook I.ane, Princeton, NJ 08540



PRINCETON
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY

150 Leabrook Lane
Princeton NJ 08540
July 23, 1991

Permissions Editor
The Maruzen Co. Ltd
c/o Dai-2-Maruzen Bldg.
3-9-2 Nihonbashi Chuo-Ku
Tokyo 103, Japan

Dear Sirs;

I am writing with regard to my book, tentatively entitled A HISTORY
OF CHRISTIANITY IN ASIA, VOLUME I, which will be published by
HarperCollins Publishers, in early 1992. In this book I would like
to use the following quotations from P.Y. Saeki , THE NESTORIAN
DOCUMENTS AND RELICS IN CHINA, 2nd ed., 1951:

PP. 54-56. Seven paragraphs. "Behold! 'The Luminous
Religion'". (There are other translations, but I would like to use
one by an Asian author, and think Saeki 's is the best).
P. 57. Twelve lines. "And behold. .. Imperial Library". As a
quotation to introduce my chapter 15).
P. 57 f. One paragraph. "The Way .... throughout the Empire"
P. 218 f. Excerpts, nine lines. "The disciples. . .to the end of the
world.

"

Pp. 125, 127 134. Excerpts, three, five and eight lines.

My chapter 15, in which these will appear, properly attributed,
will be 63 pages. I am requesting nonexclusive world rights for
use of the above material in all editions and revisions of the
work. The book will be a 560 page hardcover edition retailing for
approximately $49.35.

Please advise whether you can grant such permission and how you
would like the credit line to appear.

Thank you. I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest
convenience

.

Sincerely

,

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Samuel Hugh Moffett, Henry W. Luce Professor of Ecumenics and Mission, Emeritus (609) 683-1268

150 Leabrook Lane, Princeton, NJ 08540


